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The lattice vibrational calculation of orthorhombic hydrogen chloride is performed using physically realistic potential function 

which can reproduce the X-ray structure and heat of sublimation of the low temperature phase. The polar coordinates represen

tation is introduced in order to describe the intermolecular interactions in a molecular crystal. The splitting in internal modes 

is calculated as 49 cm-1 and the other modes are in good agreement with experimental results.

Introduction

Molecular crystals are good subjects for the investigation of 
intermolec미ar interactions. The solid hydrogen chloride, the 
molecular crystal, has a first order phase transition at 98.4 K 
and the low temperature phase has face centered orthorhom
bic structure with space group C^(Bb2tm)^2 Primitive unit cell 
contains two molecules on Cs symmetry sites. Although many 
theoretical3-9 and experimental10-14 investigations are made on 
this orthorhombic crystal, its lattice vibrational and electronic 
structures are far from being completely understood. Especially, 
in the lattice vibrational study, many models are proposed in 
order to explain vibrational frequencies and absorption inten
sities of lattice modes. Many experimental workers assigned the 
librational modes to the spectroscopically observed data but 
their assignments are not consistant.

The purpose of this work is to propose physically realistic 
potential functions and to describe any degree of freedoms of 
molecular motions in a molecular crystal, and to calculate the 
lattice vibrational frequencies and modes.

Calc 미 ation

(“)Potential Functions. In this calculation, three kinds of 
intermolecular potential functions are used. For short range in
teraction, Lennard-Jones(L-J) 6-12 potential functions are in
troduced. Coulomb and polarization interactions are used for 

the long range interaction. For the electrostatic and dispersion- 
rep니sion potentials, atom-atom pair interactions are used in 
order to remove the equilibrium difficulties in obtaining the 
minimum points in potential energy surface.

SE(nr)=SQj/7u (1)

加)=4£气〔(％/九)”一 (./“)•〕 (2)

。。어(7直) =yE&(7c)a£b(7c), (3)

where r^-is a interatomic separation, and 如 and are the net 
atomic charges on the /-th and J-th atoms, |지 = |qj. The 
magnitude of q is obtained from observed dipole moment of 
gas phase HC1 molecules15, % and 叫 are the L-J potential 
parameters. As shown in Figure 1, nearest interatomic distance 
between Cl-Cl in ab plane is shorter than any other Cl-Cl 
distances and this is the evidence for strong interactions between 
HC1 molecules along the b-axis. With spherically symmetric 
dispersion-repulsion potential function, this quantum mechani
cal phenomena can not be explained and ean not reproduce the 
lattice parameters of X-ray diffraction studies. In order to ob
tain the observed lattice parameters at the minimum point in 
the calculated potential energy surface, two sets of L-J poten
tial parameters are used for each Cl-Cl and H-Cl atom pairs. 
For the description of nearest Cl-Cl and H-Cl interactions in 
ab plane,(£Ciai, oclcli) and (曲@，OhciJ are used, respectively, 
and for the other Cl-Cl and H-Cl atom pairs,(£C1C]1, oC]Cli) and
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Figure 1. Crystal structure of face centered orthorhombic HCI. At 92.4 

K, 3 = 5.082, b = 5.41 0, and c = 5.826(A), for face centered or

thorhombic hydrogen chloride.

TABLE 1: Optimized Lennard-Jones Parameters

£ (kcal/mole) o(A)

Cl-（기? 0.6037 3.465

Cl-郁 0.5002 3.594

H-Cl： 0.3522 2.016

H-CE 0.2264 2.619

H-H 0.0726 2.138

11 Chlorine-chlorine atom pair in ab plane(£CIC1[, oclcli). fcThe other 

chlorine-chlorine atom pairs(£C1C11, aclclj). c Hydrogen-chlorine atom 

pairs along the b-axis(£HC|i( d Obtaind from geometric means,

£h6 =(£cici£hh)s，°hcl = Scic】Phh)'"・ "Obtained from van der Waals 

radius of hydrogen atom.

(£hc“ oHCIj) are used, respectively. In p이arization interaction, 
& (a 0 , a 丄 a 丄 2)is a polarizability tensor16 and ^(rj, (c * , 
£ j-i, ex2)> is the electric field at the polarization center 
(0.1 x dHCi from the center of Cl atom) of HCI molecule. The 
lattice sums include all the molecules within 25A from one ar
bitrary molecule and this include more than 99 % compared 
with the extrapolated value. For dispersion-repulsion interac
tion, the molecules within 10A from a central molecule are con
sidered in the calculation.

(b) Determination of L-J Potential Parameters. The poten
tial energy (况)of the lattice used in this calculation is defined 
as follows;

©c=g〔 £ z r
Ct t = &1I the surrounding J= H, Cl atoms of one * 리 ' • 3 > 

molecules arbitrary molecule

(4) 
d-T (儿；)〕+丄어(7c)

where is the equilibrium distance at 0 K. The crystal lattice 
energy at absolute zero is expressed as

厶 (5)

where 厶 H： is 나le enthalpy of sublimation at 0 K and Es is a 
zero point energy. is -4.803 kcal/mole17 and 瓦 is 0.285 
kcal/mole (calculated from Debye temperature,瓦=9/8NKD). 
From equation (5), potential energy of the HCI lattice is -5.088 
kcai/mole. Six L-J parameters (&*岛，1*%，£cicip Ocicip ehcl， 
oHa,) are determined using constraints. Chcu* ohci3» £hh> and 
oHH are obtained from experimental data (eHCi2 =(£cici£hh)1/2 
and OHd =(Qcic・°HH)s)・

(i) Constraint of lattice parameter
罗으礬⑹ 

(=i dXt
(ii) Constraint of potential energy of the HCI crystal

[0c - @ (cal) ]1 = B

where n( = 6) is the number of lattice parameters (atb,ctdHC], 
0, 츠p) and Xt is the lattice parameters, and X (eq) is the equilibrium 
lattice parameters. In the determination of L-J parameters, the 
function A+bB is used as optimized function, especially in this

o-知..........*© O&.. ◎
..... ..
(l+D-axi*

Figure 2. Polar coordinates used in this calculation. The polar coor

dinates 0Hl 0CL, Wh and 中3 have their origin at a, b, c, and d, respectively 

Stretching coordinates S1 and S2 are correspond to polar coordinates 

r1 and r2 when 0H, 0C|, 4、and 的(』are fixed.

calculation Z> = 1. In Table 1, optimized potential parameters, 
which are reasonable values for the orthorhombic HCI crystal, 
ate listed.

(c) Polar Coordinates and Force Constants. In molecular 
crystals, clear distinction can be made between interm이ecular 
and intramolecular motions. Internal coordinates are suitable 
for the representation of intramolecular motions because most 
of molecules in molecular crystals are the covalent bonding 
molecules. For the intermolecular motion, especially for the 
restricted translational and rotational motions, the internal coor
dinates representation is unrealistic. Because the intermolecular 
interactions in the molecular crystal, are multicentered, the bond 
axis between interacting molecules are not clearly defined. 
Therefore the representations of bending and torsional motions 
containing intermolecular interaction axis are physically 
unrealistic.

In this calculation, polar coordinates (q) representations are 
used and six force constants are assigned to these coordinates 
per one HCI molecule. Two of them are stretching force con
stants (知i,人，2)corresponding to the rl and rl coordinates, 
respectively. The polar coordinates are described in Figure 2. 
Force constants are obtained using harmonic oscillator approx
imation as follows;

where Aq、is a small displacement of ith coordinate and kqi is 
a force constant correspond to the coordinate Qi.厶们(cal) is 
defined as;

Z10/(cal) = 0 (q；, q；,…)-(q；, Q；,…q；士厶们…)(9) 
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where is an equilibrium position. In our calculation, is 
0.001A for ksl and kg、and 0.001 radian for angle displacements.

Force constants are listed in Table 2. In 나此 lattice vibrational 
calc미ation, mass-weighted cartesian coordinate method18 is 
used.

Results and Discussions

In Table 3, the calculated frequencies and assignments of the 
normal modes are listed and compared with the other calcula
tions and experimenal results. The mode assignment of each 
frequency is made using the eigenvectors in a dynamical matrix 
and the lattice vibrational modes described by Ito, et al.3 Most 
interesting result in Table 3 is the splitting of internal modes 
(Bl, Al), 49 cm-1. There have been various attempts to calculate 
the splitting (4vint)? and good results are obtained by Ghosh8, 
Schettino and Salvi9. But none of the models explain both this 
splitting in internal modes and the other external vibratinal 
modes, simultaneously.

From the view point of intermolecular potentials in HC1 
crystal, two factors mai미y contribute to the splitting of the in
ternal modes. One is the influence of H-bond along b-axis and

TABLE 2: Force Constant Corresponding to the Polar Coordinates 
Described in Figure 2

equilibrium position" force constants (mdyne/A)

Li 1.25048(A) 4.15，

2.461(A) 0.165

0.057(rad)c 0.056

kg -0.005 (rad) 0.071

命H 0.021 (rad)d 0.032

"大:1 0.000(rad) 0.031

"Equilibrium position means the minimum points in potential energy 

surface and is described by polar coordinates. 4 In solid hydrogen 

chloride, ktl is difficult to calculate theoretically, the hannonic potential 

is used for HC1 molecule and kiX is adjusted to give observed stret

ching frequency of Bl mode. If the force constant ksl is 

5.02(mdyne/A), stretching vBl is too large (3058 cm-1) and 厶岭血 is 45 

cm-1. Electrostatic repulsions between nearest H-atoms give this devia

tion. dIto, Susuki, and Tokoyama (1969) concluded that the 

zigzag chain in ab plane is nonplanar. Wang et al. (1970) persisted 

that the zigzag hydrogen bonded -H-Cl-H chain is pushed out of plane 

in order to maintain lattice stability.
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the other is asymmetry of the potential surface of Cl atoms. 
The cell constants, a<b<c, strongly suggest that HC1 molecules 
in orthorhombic crystal form hydrogen bonds along the b-axis 
although the e祈dence of hydrogen bonds in this crystal is not 
clear. In 나lis work, the potential surface of chlorine atom is 
remarkably asymmetric, and this asymmetry is responsible for 
the dipole-quadrupole and quadrupole-quadrupole interactions 
introduced in the other calculations.

In orthorhombic hydrogen chloride, the origin of the inter
nal mode splitting is the interactions between HC1 molecules 
along the r2 coordinate in ab plane. If is varied 0.1 mdyne/A, 
then the change in 4vint is about 15^20 cm^(厶卩讪/如=150 200 
mdyne/A cm). In the case of k土 厶卩血/人物=2~3 mdyne/A cm. 
k危 is sensitive to the interatomic interactions which participate 
in H-bond (H-Cl and Cl-Cl interaction along 方-axis). zlvint 
was calculated by Ito, Susuki and Tokoyama3 as 6 cm-1, because 
they assigned small value to ^(0.059 mdyne/A).

Grout and Leech7 also failed to explain above splitting, 
厶Vim = 3 J12 cm에, although the influence of hydrogen bond 
was encountered in the calculation.

Grout and Leech7 failed in explaining this splitting because 
the potential surface of Cl atom in the crystal is symmetric. Cl- 
Cl interactions in ab plane are very important because chlorine 
atoms are closely contacted in ab plane. In the other calcula
tions, most of workers calculate internal and external modes 
separately because of small coupling between the intra and in
ter molecular motions due to the large difference in their vibra
tional frequencies. The polar coordinates representation used 
in this calculation is suitable for both internal and external mode 
calculations. Especially, this representation is reasonable for 
librational motions in crystals. The rl and r2 coordinates are 
almost orthogonal, if the mass of H atom is neglected, then 
如,斤“/1加 I ■ \ks21 is nearly zero. Therefore any internal motions 
in ab plane can be described successfully.

There are many difficulties in comparing the calculated libra
tional modes with observed frequencies because the assignment 
for the librational frequencies are different from worker to 
worker. For librational modes, vB1 is 500 cm'^SOO13, 49611), vA2 
is 260 cmT(2143, 1356), u쇼］ is 253 5广(278“, 296”), and vB2 is 
191 cm-1(21513, 3376). The summary of mode assignments are 
listed in Table 3 of ref. 7. In the case of translational modes, 

is 121 cmT(109"), vA1 is 52 cm-1(896), and vA2 is 58 cmT(55)

TABLE 3: The Lattice Vibrational Calc미ations and Experiments on the Orthorhombic Solid HCI

Assignments Ito et al. Sun et al. Grout et al. This work Experiment

Internal Bl d (2734)* __ 272夕 (272职 2741 (3058)* 2745

modes Al — (2728) — 2715 (2716) 2692 (3013) 2706

Librational Bl 125 (502) 522 239 (323) 500 496’ (409)，

modes A2 234 (214) 181 220 (232) 260 __

Al 111 (295) 269 175 (192) 235 298 (290)a

B2 0 (217) 384 273 (291) 198 215* (337)8

Translational Bl 3 (103) 132 108 (99) 121 1091 ("

modes Al 0 (90) 104 93 (88) 52 84。 (89)6

A2 0 (55) 68 54 (53) 58 55“ (61)8

°Ito et 이. (1969).6Sun and Anderson (1972).cGrout and Leech (1974). dLattice vibrational calculation using general central force field. 'Using 

adjusted force constant to give the best fit with the observed frequencies. zPoint-ion AN model. »Point-ion NN model. "When ksl is 5.20 mdyne/A. 

fHornig and Osberg (1955). zCarlson and Friedrich (1971), * Arnold and Heastic (1967). z Anderson et al. (1964). Frequencies are in cm-1.
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Our calculation gives good results as a whole except vA2 in 
translational mode. This means that there are still difficulties 
in a potential form for expressing the intrachain interactions.

In this paper, the asymmetric potential functions are introduc
ed in order to reproduce the observed cell parameters and to 
give physically realistic surface of potential. The polar coor
dinates representation is used in order to describe the motions 
of molecules in molecular crystals. As many authors have sug
gested quantum effects must be included in potential functions.
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The Study on the Physicochemical Properties of Fluid under High Pressure (II). The. Effect of 
Pressure and Temperature on the Hexamethyl Benzene-Iodine Charge Transfer Complex in n-Hexane

Oh Cheun Kwunf and Jeong Rim Kim

Department of Chemistry, Hanyang University, Seoul 133, Korea (Received December 26, 1984)

The effect of pressure and temperature on the stabilities of the charge transfer complexes of hexamethyl benzene with iodine 

in zi-hexane has been investigated by UV-spectrophotometric measurements. In this experiment the absorption spectra of mixed 

solutions of hexamethyl benzene and iodine in n-hexane were measured at 25, 40 and 60°C under 1, 200, 600, 1200 and 1600 

bar. The equilibrium constant of the complex formation was increased with pressure while being decreased with temperature 

raising. Changes of volume, enthalpy, free energy and entropy for the formation of the complexes were obtained from the 

equilibrium constants. The red shift at higher pressure, the blue shift at higher temperature and the relation between pressure 

and oscillator strength were discussed by means of thermodynamic functions. In comparison with the results in the previous 

studies, it can be seen that the pressure dependence of oscillator strength has a extremum behavior in durene as the variation 

of 厶月 or AS with the number of methyl groups of polymeth이 benzene near atmospheric pressure in the previous study. The 

shift or deformation of the potential in the ground state and in the excited state of the complexes formed between polymethyl 

benzene and iodine was considered from the correlation between the differences of the electron transfer energies and the dif

ferences of free energies of the complex formation for the pressure variation.

Introduction

In part I1, we discussed the thermodynamic properties on 
the formation of electron donor-acceptor complexes formed 
between polymethyl, benzene and iodine in n-hexane and came 
to conclusion that the stabilities of the charge transfer complexes 
having iodine in common could mainly be affected by the 
positive inductive effect because the steric hindrance effect of 
polymethyl benzene is nearly destroyed by the strong external 

restraints at higher pressure.
This paper reports a study of iodine solutions under high 

pressures which was undertaken in an effort to learn more about 
molecular complexes in general and, specifically, more about 
the polymethyl benzene-iodine complexes, in the earlier 
x^orks1-6, since the effect of pressure and temperature on the 
charge transfer absorption of the complexes of six polymethyl 
benzenes with iodine had been investigated in n-hexane, we have 
now extended our measurements to include electron donor-


